386th BOMB GROUP MISSION No. 176

DATE: MAY 22, 1944
TARGET: AIRDROME
LOCATION: BEAUVAIS TILLE, FRANCE
BOMB LOAD: 8 x 500 LB
BOMB RUN: HEADING
RAID RESULTS: 
NO. OF AIRCRAFT: 19
BATTLE DAMAGE: *

BOX No. I
LEAD FLIGHT
COL. KELLY

13176878A-0
LT. INCENDIARY MARY
LT. LAGERSON
131787YA-G
HEL HULF II
CAPT. WENTZ
131446YA-L
LT. NEIBOLD
LT. BLASIOLI
296215YA-H
BUTCH
334358AN-V

LOW FLIGHT
LT. Jones
131765RU-O
LT. WREN
131699AN-R
LT. PRICE
131681RU-G
LT. CALLAHAN
131749RU-H
LT. WHITAKER
131667RU-N
LT. HANER
131822RU-D
LT. WALEH
131849AN-Q

HIGH FLIGHT
LT. VONHEES
296082YA-J
LT. KINGSLEY
131790YA-F
SPAM BURGER
LT. PETERS
131377RU-V
LT. COX
131328RU-F
BAR. FLY
LT. STOUT
131629RU-L
THE BAD PENNY

SQDN LETTERS
552nd - RG
553rd - AN
554th - RU
555th - YA

CLOUD COVER: 
VISIBILITY: 
TEMPERATURE: C.
WIND: @ MH
ALTITUDE: FT.
AIR SPEED: MH
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA
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DATE: MAY 22, 1944
TARGET: AIRDROME
LOCATION: BEAUVAIS TILLE, FRANCE
BOMB LOAD: 8 x 500 LB
BOMB RUN: HEADING
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BATTLE DAMAGE: *

BOX No. II
LEAD FLIGHT
MAJOR DUNWORTH
296275AN-T

LT. LOWELL
131667AN-W
CAPT. TITFON
LT. SCOTT
131666AN-S
131610AN-P
RAE POISON
THE MAD RUSSIAN

LOW FLIGHT
CAPT. HABER
131517AN-Y
ELMER
F/O DISHUKES
131666AN-H
LT. LYTELE
131650AN-O
MISS MARY
LT. MARBLE
131612AN-R
GERONIMO
F/O HOFFMAN
131635AN-P
LT. HEDGES
131726RG-V

SQDN LETTERS
552nd - RG
553rd - AN
554th - RU
555th - YA

CLOUD COVER: 
VISIBILITY: 
TEMPERATURE: C.
WIND: @ MH
ALTITUDE: FT.
AIR SPEED: MH
K-20 CAMERA
K-21 CAMERA

HIGH FLIGHT
MAJOR PERRY
131616AG-H
BRANDSTROM
296099RG-B
BATTLE BABY
F/O ALBERS
131733BG-D
LT. McCUTCH
417283RG-D
SEDUCTIVE SUE
LT. BROWN
131620RG-R
BLACK MAGIC

(Prepared by Chester P. Klier)

EXTRA A/C: 